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Abstract. We present results from the Met Office Unified Model (UM), a world-leading climate and weather model, adapted

to simulate a dry Martian climate. We detail the adaptation of the basic parameterisations and analyse results from two sim-

ulations, one with radiatively active mineral dust, and one with radiatively inactive dust. These simulations demonstrate how

the radiative effects of dust act to accelerate the winds and create a mid-altitude isothermal layer during the dusty season. We

validate our model through comparison with an established Mars model, the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique Mars5

Planetary Climate Model (PCM), finding good agreement in the seasonal wind and temperature profiles, but discrepancies in

the predicted dust mass mixing ratio and conditions at the poles. This study validates the use of the UM for a Martian atmo-

sphere, it highlights how the adaptation of an Earth GCM can be beneficial for existing Mars GCMs and provides insight into

the next steps in our development of a new Mars climate model.

1 Introduction10

Understanding Mars’ climate has been the motivation for many missions and numerical models for decades and through these

many of the mechanisms driving the Martian climate have been unveiled. With our expanding comprehension of Mars’ climate,

studies have been able to build, refine and apply 3-dimensional general circulation models (GCMs). Such models include, but

are not limited to, the NASA AMES model (Pollack et al., 1993; Haberle et al., 2019) and the Laboratoire de Météorologie

Dynamique Planetary Climate Model (PCM, see Forget et al., 1999; Millour et al., 2018). Through the use of numerical models15

we are able to characterise Mars with limited observational data, allowing us to simulate areas where observational data is

limited (Read et al., 2015; Martínez et al., 2017). Through these efforts our understanding of many atmospheric processes has

been refined, including the annual CO2 cycle (Forget et al., 1998; Malin et al., 2001; Aharonson et al., 2004; Hayne et al., 2012;

Holmes et al., 2018; Banfield et al., 2020), CO2 availability in the interest of terraforming (Jakosky and Edwards, 2018), its

hydrological cycle (Houben et al., 1997; Haberle et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2014; Shaposhnikov et al., 2016, 2018; Singh et al.,20

2018; Pál et al., 2019), its surface topography (Smith et al., 1999; Richardson and Wilson, 2002; Zalucha et al., 2010) and the

effects of the climatically dominant dust cycle (Kahre and Haberle, 2010; Wang and Richardson, 2015; Forget and Montabone,

2017; Wang et al., 2018; Gebhardt et al., 2020; Ball et al., 2021; Chaffin et al., 2021). Simulations have been performed ranging
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in scale from global (Navarro et al., 2014; Streeter et al., 2020; Kass et al., 2020) to mesoscale levels (Montabone et al., 2006;

Spiga and Forget, 2009; Newman et al., 2021).25

There are, however, still processes which are difficult to capture in climate models. One of these is dynamically modelling

annular shifts in CO2 freezing and thawing and the subsequent change in surface pressure this causes (Paige and Wood, 1992;

Forget et al., 1999; Haberle et al., 2008; Kahre and Haberle, 2010). Simulating this in a self-consistent way using a GCM

is difficult and efforts so far have relied on parameterisations (described by Forget et al., 1998, 1999; Spiga et al., 2017;

Singh et al., 2018; Gary-Bicas et al., 2020). Recent model developments by Way et al. (2017) have included the CO2 effects30

dynamically, providing a promising avenue for development of existing Martian GCMs. This is beneficial because it captures

secondary effects of CO2 precipitation between the atmosphere and surface as it descends. Another major challenge these

GCMs face is accurately underpinning the cause of inter-annual dust storms and characterising dust uplifting rates prior to

and following the dust season (Mulholland et al., 2013; Spiga et al., 2013; Forget and Montabone, 2017). Parameterising the

methods for dust uplifting has been essential to simulating the climate and weather of Mars, but has still required periodic35

manual adjustments in order to match observations (Montabone et al., 2020). This limits the efficacy and self-sufficiency of

Martian climate models, leading to difficulty in simulating global dust storms that should occur without forcing across multiple

years and difficulty in predicting more local dust storms. As Way et al. (2017) has highlighted by dynamically solving for

pressure variation as a consequence of CO2 precipitation, a more complete physical model capable of capturing dust processes

should also have beneficial feedback on the system.40

To work towards rectifying these gaps in our modelling capabilities, we have adapted the Unified Model (hereafter; UM) to

the study of the Martian climate, as a foundation step in building a comprehensive Martian climate model complementary to

existing modelling efforts. The UM is used routinely for Earth weather and climate modelling. It has also been used for other

planetary climates, including Earth-like exoplanets (Boutle et al., 2017; Sergeev et al., 2020; Eager et al., 2020), hot Jupiters

(Mayne et al., 2014; Lines et al., 2018; Drummond et al., 2018), and mini-Neptunes (Mayne et al., 2019). By adapting the45

existing and well tested Earth parameterizations to Martian conditions, we can model climate processes in comparative ways

to existing Mars GCMs (e.g. the quantity of available dust and size of the particles in the atmosphere). Such steps are key if

GCMs are to progress to characterising Mars’ climate with less manual prescription of parameters (Forget and Montabone,

2017; Montabone et al., 2020). In this aspect, the UM is self-consistent, dynamically solving for dust availability and using

that prognostically to simulate Martian dust content throughout the varying seasons. In this first study we focus on a dry50

climate, including orography and dust, and highlight the importance of capturing dust accurately and its influences on the

Martian climate. We also show that our adapted UM simulations capture key large-scale features of the Martian atmospheric

circulation, including a periodic dust cycle without prescription of fixed dust parameters.

In this paper, we present a description of the UM and the adaptations made for Martian climate (Sect. 2). Namely, we

describe the key model adaptations to simulate a dry Martian climate, such as planetary variables (atmospheric composition55

and orbital parameters, Sect. 2.1), radiative transfer (Sect. 2.2), orography (Sect. 2.3), dust (Sect. 2.4) and atmospheric surface

pressure (Sect. 4.1). In Sect. 3 we describe how we configure the UM output for analysis, including configuration for two

scenarios where one features radiatively active Martian dust (RA dust) and one with radiatively inactive dust (RI dust). In
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Figure 1. Overview 3D plot of example output during Southern Hemisphere summer (Ls=260°). Included is a segment of extracted regional

dust layer as an isosurface, wind vectors at 1 km height (arrows) and orography (scaled up in this image by a factor of 30 to highlight

extremities). Higher resolution GIF and code available at https://github.com/dannymcculloch/3d_Mars_gif.

Sect. 4 we present results from the two configurations of the UM for Mars and validate the UM with RA dust against the PCM.

We highlight how differences in dust parameterization creates differences between outputs, both within the UM scenarios and60

between the RA UM and PCM, then discuss the reasons for these and their implications. Finally, in Sect. 5, we discuss how

the model can be further developed to improve its accuracy, mainly via the inclusion of schemes capturing the effects of CO2

ice and water vapour planned in future work.

2 Model description

For this study, we take the Global Atmosphere 7.0 science configuration of the UM (Walters et al., 2019) and adapt it to Martian65

conditions. The UM dynamical core (ENDGame, described by Wood et al., 2014) simulates the atmosphere as a non-hydrostatic

fully compressible fluid and its numerical formulation uses a semi-implicit timestep and semi-Lagrangian advection scheme

(Benacchio and Wood, 2016). A full description of the model’s dynamical core is given by Staniforth and Wood (2003, 2008);

Wood et al. (2014), with a global climate configuration further detailed by Walters et al. (2019). The benefit of using existing

schemes in a GCM instead of creating new ones is that they capture essential atmospheric physics and are verified under a70

variety of conditions (e.g. dust on exoplanets Boutle et al., 2020). Fig. 1 shows an illustrative example of output from the UM

configuration used to simulate the Martian climate.
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The UM grid configuration used in the present study has 90 by 144 grid points, corresponding to a resolution of 2◦ in

latitude and 2.5◦ in longitude (i.e. a grid spacing of 118 and 147.5 km at the equator, respectively). This resolution allows

us to accurately capture climate trends at a relatively high spatial resolution (Forget et al., 1999; Way et al., 2017), with even75

higher spatial resolutions available at a cost of increased computational power. This resolution is suitable for observing seasonal

patterns within the Martian year (Navarro et al., 2014; Madeleine et al., 2011; Pottier et al., 2017), but higher spatial resolutions

could readily be used to investigate selective regional climates (see for example, Sergeev et al., 2020)– a promising prospect

for future applications.

In the vertical, we adopt 50 hybrid-height atmospheric levels up to a model top of 80 km above the areoid level. We use a80

quadratically stretched grid to enhance resolution near the surface. Levels nearer the surface follow the terrain, but are smoothed

out gradually as the height increases, reaching a constant level height towards the highest altitudes (for our study this happens

at ∼52 km, Wood et al., 2014). The level heights can be seen in table A2, where values are shown for a point with 0 m surface

height.

For this study we use planetary parameters (Sect. 2.1), radiative transfer effects (Sect. 2.2), orography (Sect. 2.3), prognostic85

dust (Sect. 2.4) and pressure (Sect. 4.1) set to Martian values, with more description on each process in the respective section.

2.1 Planetary parameters

Mars has an eccentric orbit (e= 0.0934 compared to Earth’s e= 0.0167) leading to an annual oscillation in the received

irradiation. To capture this in the UM, we configure the model to run with this orbit starting from 0◦Ls (Ls is the ecliptic

longitude of the sun), 0◦Ls corresponds to Northern Hemisphere (NH) spring equinox. We use stellar output for the present90

day Sun, but our simulated planet is placed at the Martian distance. Table 1 shows the values we implement for Mars’ planetary

values.

2.2 Radiative transfer

For calculating radiative transfer, we use the SOCRATES radiation scheme (described by Edwards and Slingo, 1996; Walters

et al., 2019). This scheme uses a two-stream correlated-k method as described by Walters et al. (2019) and references therein.95

This scheme has been used extensively for studies of Earth (Spafford and Macdougall, 2021), in addition to hot Jupiters (Mayne

et al., 2014), sub-Neptunes (Drummond et al., 2018) and rocky exoplanets (Boutle et al., 2020; Eager et al., 2020).

For radiative properties, we use an adapted version of the ROCKE-3D spectral files1, which are appropriate for the CO2-

rich Martian atmosphere. We then added dust optical properties based on parameterisation from Walters et al. (2019). Mars’

atmosphere primarily consists of CO2 (∼95 %), N2 (1.89 %) and Ar (∼1.93 %) (Read et al., 2015; Martínez et al., 2017); we100

simplify this to 95 % CO2 and 5 % N2 in our simulations. Ar was omitted in this study as the effects would be minimal on

seasonal averages. The prescribed gas ratios throughout the atmosphere are assumed to be well mixed (Walters et al., 2019).

1Files sp_sw_42_dsa_mars_sun_3.8gya" and "sp_lw_17_dsa_mars_sun_3.8gya", available at https://portal.nccs.nasa.gov/GISS_modelE/ROCKE-3D/

spectral_files/
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Table 1. Orbital, planetary and atmospheric parameters used to initialise the model

Orbital parameters used

Epoch (Julian date) 2451545.0

Eccentricity 0.0934

Obliquity (radian) ∼0.4397

Mean acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) 3.711

Solar irradiance at 1 AU (W/m2) 1361.0

Semi-major axis (AU) 1.52368

Angular speed of planet rotation (radian/s) ∼7.0882 × 10 −5

Radius (km) 3389.5

Gas constant for dry air 188.92

Mean scale height (m) 13.90 × 103

The Martian atmosphere features small amounts of water vapour which are generally increased during colder aphelion

months (Nazari-Sharabian et al., 2020). This humidity affects the radiative transfer in every layer through water vapour

molecules and cloud condensate (Shaposhnikov et al., 2016; Steele et al., 2017; Shaposhnikov et al., 2018; Fischer et al., 2019).105

Mars has water ice clouds which influence radiative transfer between the surface and the upper atmosphere (e.g. Navarro et al.,

2014). For our setup, we use a completely dry atmosphere and surface. This is done to simplify the dust uplifting processes

and to be able to correctly capture Martian seasonal trends initially. This allows for a benchmark comparison which can be

expanded on in future studies, with a similar approach being carried out by Turbet et al. (2021).

In addition, we also use the terrain shading scheme described by Manners et al. (2012), which corrects the surface insolation110

depending on the zenith angle and obstructing elevation. This allows for a better representation of the effect that Martian

orographical extremes have on their surroundings, e.g. the lone peak from Elysium Mons (25.02◦ N 147.21◦ E) casting a large

shadow on the Northern Lowlands, or the depths of Valles Marineris canyons often being in a shade.

2.3 Orography

Orography affects various aspects of the Martian climate such as dust deposition and global circulation (Smith et al., 1999;115

Zalucha et al., 2010; Pottier et al., 2017). Dominant orographic features include the Tharsis region and Hellas Basin, but

also a general hemispheric dichotomy featuring a higher southern hemisphere that gradually descends northward (Richardson

and Wilson, 2002). Mars’ hemispheric asymmetry heavily influences the atmospheric circulation, leading to large seasonal

differences amplified by Mars’ orbital eccentricity (Richardson and Wilson, 2002; Zalucha et al., 2010). Therefore, in order to

better characterise Mars’ climate and atmospheric processes, correctly capturing the surface elevation hemispheric dichotomy120

in Martian climate models is important (Zalucha et al., 2010).
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Figure 2. Original MOLA elevation data (left) compared to the regridded elevation data used in the UM (right). Colour scales are matching

between plots.

For this study, we use the sub-grid orographic drag parameterisation already present and verified in the UM (as described in

detail by Lott and Miller, 1997; Webster et al., 2003; Vosper, 2015; Walters et al., 2019) but for Martian values. We obtained the

widely-used, high-resolution MOLA elevation data (Fig. 2a, described by Smith et al., 1999)2. We regrid the MOLA dataset

to the resolution used in the current study. We choose to use the resolution of 90× 144 as it allows for an adequate global125

representation needed to simulate global climate patterns present on Mars. In regridding, the cells from the original dataset

that encompass a single grid cell are averaged which leads to some height loss at the highest peaks, where sub-grid elevation

is varied. The effects of the regridding can be seen in Fig. 2b, where the MOLA dataset is compared to the regridded version.

There is some inevitable height smoothing with regridding, Olympus Mons changes from 25km height to 19 km and the

lowest parts of the Hellas Basin from -7.5km to -7.3km.130

2.4 Dust and surface roughness

Dust is synonymous with Mars, it is a key driver in a wide range of atmospheric phenomena, ranging from mesoscale dust

devils, effective at uplifting local surface dust (Neakrase et al., 2016), to global dust storms affecting global temperatures for

long periods of time (Forget and Montabone, 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Streeter et al., 2020). Dust is a crucial contributor to

the greenhouse effect on Mars. Because of this, large fluctuations in atmospheric dust content can have serious effects on the135

lower altitude temperatures (below ∼25 km) during global dust storms and has been well described by Streeter et al. (2020)

and Wang and Richardson (2015). Dust also affects the diurnal cycle of temperatures, retaining thermal radiation during the

night and reflecting solar radiation during the day (Madeleine et al., 2011). The dust quantities vary across the Martian year,

with months 6 to 12 (month timings shown in Table A1) having much higher atmospheric dust than the other months (Forget

and Montabone, 2017). Months 1 to 6 are generally colder on Mars, leading to weaker wind speeds and subsequently less dust140

2MOLA dataset available at: https://astrogeology.usgs.gov/search/map/Mars/Topography/HRSC_MOLA_Blend/Mars_HRSC_MOLA_BlendDEM_

Global_200mp_v2
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uplifting during the colder months. Intra-annual shifts from the dust storm season to a colder less dusty season is difficult to

self-consistently capture in 3D GCMs (Madeleine et al., 2011; Forget and Montabone, 2017).

We adapt the dust scheme available in the UM, which handles dust parameterisation using 9 particle radial size bins (0.03–

1000 µm). A normalised distribution characterising the surface dust is set, with the values in bins 1–6 (0.03–30 µm) prescribed

and the remaining dust equally distributed across bins 7–9 (30–1000 µm). This is described in detail by Woodward (2001, 2011)145

and an example of its application in a non-Earth climate can be seen in Boutle et al. (2020). Atmospheric dust is absent

upon initialisation and is calculated throughout the model simulation. Dust particles are transported by atmospheric dynamics,

turbulence (Lock et al., 2000), saltation (for uplifting larger particles, Woodward, 2001; Woodward et al., 2022) and dry

deposition. Absorption and scattering of short/long-wave radiation is calculated using Mie theory with the assumption that

dust particles are spherical.150

To determine the size distribution for the respective dust bins in the UM for Mars, we applied the same formula as used by

Madeleine et al. (2011) namely

n(r) =
N√

2π σ0 r
exp

[
−1

2

(
ln(r/r0)

σ0

)2
]
, (1)

where r is the potential size of the dust particle, between 0.03 and 30 microns. σ0 is the variance and r0 is the mean, given

by Madeleine et al. (2011). N is the normalised (to unity) maximum number of particles available and n(r) is the probability155

of dust radii being present dependant on r. This provides the distribution presented in Fig. 3, giving the probable radial size

of any given particle. The dust bin size ranges used have been overlaid with coloured bars for each bin. The majority of dust

resides in bin 4, but all bins are used in this study.

Dust lifting depends on the aerodynamic roughness length via a parameterization incorporating a variety of factors (e.g.

wind erosion, friction, drag, etc). This could be set to a constant value in order to make sure that dust is being uplifted equally160

across the planet, but this is likely to oversimplify the climate. In the UM, we use the aerodynamic roughness length map from

Hébrard et al. (2012), shown in Fig. 4. By using these values, we are able to simulate regional dust uplifting dispersion, as

opposed to a globally uniform dust uplifting rate (Hébrard et al., 2012).

3 Experimental setup

We initialise the UM from a motionless atmospheric state with a uniform surface temperature of 250 K and surface pressure165

of 610 Pa. Other variable schemes are also initialised at this stage (orography, Sect. 2.3, and dust, Sect. 2.4). The model is

then integrated for 40 Martian years to achieve a steady state, which is determined as there being no inter-annual increase or

decrease in the balance between incoming and outgoing radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) between Martian years

(with years averaged to omit for differences caused by orbit eccentricity). After this, the model is run for another Martian year,

and this final year data is what is presented in this paper. The model output is provided every sol across a Martian year (668170

sols/687 days). A sol is defined here as 24 hours and 40 minutes (simplified from a Martian solar day of 24 hours, 39 minutes
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Figure 3. Dust size probability distribution used for the UM following Madeleine et al. (2011). Dust bin ranges are shown by the coloured

bars.

Figure 4. Surface roughness map from Hébrard et al. (2012) (left) and how it is represented in the UM after regridding (right).

and 35 seconds). For each model diagnostic, values are recorded every 5 minutes (20 minutes for radiation variables, e.g. TOA

radiation flux) which is then averaged at the end of each sol. The year starts at 0° Ls then is run for 688 Earth days, taking an

average across the sol. These sol outputs are then aggregated into Martian months (Table A1), this is done to better understand

seasonal trends across the year and to match the data to time distributions present in other models (Forget et al., 1999).175

To discern the effects of dust in the UM, we perform two separate simulations, one with radiatively active (RA) dust and

one with radiatively inactive (RI) dust. Both setups are identical in every other way (e.g. spin-up time, orography, orbital

parameters, etc). For RI dust, the dust sizes and quantities are still prescribed, but all radiative effects of dust are switched off.

This allows us to observe the effects of a dust scheme in our Mars setup versus what would already occur without the presence

of atmospheric dust. This is useful for a variety of reasons. It allows us to highlight spatial/temporal regions of interest where180
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dust might originate from, particularly where there are differences between scenarios. It also allows us to begin to distinguish

the exclusive influence of dust, as any differences between scenarios can be attributed to this one variable.

To ensure that the UM reproduces seasonal patterns with sufficient accuracy, we compare our results to those of an estab-

lished Mars GCM. In this study, we use year average (an average of all years where a dust storm did not occur) results from the

Mars Climate Database3, which provides output from the PCM (Forget et al., 1999; Millour et al., 2018). This dataset has 49185

points in latitude and 64 points in longitude, with 30 layers in the vertical extending up to 108 km. The output is also separated

into the same Martian months as prescribed in the UM (e.g. Martian month 1 = sols 0 to 61, as per Table A1). It features dust

(Madeleine et al., 2011), a hydrological cycle (Navarro et al., 2014), a CO2 ice cycle (Forget et al., 1998, 1999), atmospheric

ozone (Lefèvre et al., 2008) and an upper atmosphere layer above 80 km (Colaïtis et al., 2013; González-Galindo et al., 2015).

The PCM uses a terrain-following pressure-based vertical coordinate σ = p/ps, where ps & p are the surface pressure & at-190

mospheric pressure respectively, which is different to the UMs height-based vertical coordinate (Forget et al., 1999; Wood et al.,

2014). This presents a difficulty in precise comparison between model simulations, as results cannot be compared straightfor-

wardly without some form of interpolation. Furthermore, the UM and PCM have different upper boundaries, which requires

datasets to be cropped until height is matched. Therefore, to validate our model against the PCM, we linearly interpolate the

UM output to σ levels at each output timestep, focusing on the levels where there is sufficient data for both models at the same195

pressure (σ ranging from 1 at the surface to 0.01 in the upper atmosphere). As we are concerned with the large–scale, seasonal,

climate we compare zonal, monthly averages of the UM outputs to those of the PCM.

4 Results

In the following sections we show Mars’ annual mean pressure observations at the Viking lander sites compared to the UM

(Sect. 4.1). We then describe Mars’ climate seasonality and how this is portrayed in simulations (Sect. 4.2). We then highlight200

the key differences between the RA dust scenario and PCM in more detail (Sect. 4.3). In particular, we focus on dust differences

in our results and discuss further the implications of this (Sect. 4.3.3).

4.1 Atmospheric pressure

Mars undergoes annual fluctuations in surface pressure, decreasing during colder months and increasing during the dust season.

This is mainly due to net freezing and thawing of polar ice caps, which extracts and releases atmospheric CO2, respectively.205

The mean surface pressure on Mars is much lower than on Earth, resulting in large diurnal temperature fluctuations and limiting

dust loading capacity (Read et al., 2015; Martínez et al., 2017) due to less heat retention from the atmosphere. To show how

pressure fluctuates in the UM, we show surface pressure across the Martian year at the approximate Viking lander sites in the

model compared to observational data from the landers. The values from the UM are not from the exact spatial location of the

landers, due to their positions being within grid cells, but instead is the closest data point to where the landers would be in210

the UM. Fig. 5 shows that the UMs observed pressure near the Viking lander 1 & 2 (VL1 & VL2) sites remain steady during

3Available at http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/
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Figure 5. UM surface pressure at approximate Viking lander 1 & Viking lander 2 sites compared to observational data across a Martian year.

Viking lander data available from Tillman (1989).

the colder months and increase during the dust season. As the UM does not currently have a CO2 ice cycle, this cold season

pressure drop present in observations is absent. This leads to a high disparity of pressures between sols 130–410 between

simulated and observed pressures. The UM does capture a minor pressure increase during sols 410–530 despite the lack of

a CO2 ice scheme. This increase in pressure is likely due to a temperature increase as a result of higher solar radiation. The215

absence of a pressure decrease during months 2–6 would suggest that this could potentially be a secondary feedback effect

caused by heating from atmospheric dust. Since atmospheric dust quantities are much lower in the colder months their effect

is minimal, but as dust abundance increases, the magnitude of the effect of it is amplified increasing pressure further.

4.2 Overview of a year of Martian climate

To compare the results between RA dust, RI dust and the PCM we show outputs of four atmospheric variables for months 3,220

6, 9 and 12 (sol breakdown given in Table A1). Output is zonally and temporally meaned across the sols of the given month.

The variables are temperature (Fig. 8), zonal (eastward) winds (Fig. 6), meridional (northward) winds (Fig. 7) and dust

mass mixing ratio (MMR, Fig. 9). The 3× 4 format and month dates are consistent throughout the figures. We explain the

development of Mars’ climate across a typical year and how this is simulated in our results, we then compare these outputs

across simulations.225
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4.2.1 Month 3

During this period, Mars is close to its coldest. NH temperature maximums are ∼220K in the northerly latitudes for both

scenarios, zonal and meridional winds are slower and uplifted dust quantities are low. Temperatures drop due to Mars’ orbit

taking the planet away from the Sun, which leads to a reduction in solar radiation and a net cooling for the atmosphere and

surface. This leads to a variety of secondary effects occurring on Mars. CO2 begins to freeze quicker than it thaws on the230

opposite pole leading to a global pressure reduction as CO2 is sequestered from the atmosphere. Temperatures vary throughout

the Martian year, but averages are lowest during aphelion months (Fig. 8, month 3) and highest during the dust season (Fig. 8,

month 9). This temperature difference leads to weaker winds during month 3 and less dust uplifting, leading to less dust MMR

throughout the majority of aphelion compared to months during perihelion (Read et al., 2015). Temperatures are highest in

the NH where it is summer, then gradually decrease southward. Temperatures also decrease as height increases, as is to be235

expected. In terms of atmospheric circulation, Mars features strong zonal jets that alternate between hemispheres throughout

the year, occurring during winter seasons to the respective hemisphere as the planet transitions between seasons (Fig. 6).

Meridional winds feature a weak jet near the equator surface, with an opposing jet at the upper boundary layer at ∼0.4 σ

(Fig. 7). The UM RA dust and RI dust simulations are quite similar in month 3, with zonal wind differences of about ≈3 m

s−1 and temperature differences of ≈ 3 K. This is likely due to the low levels of dust abundance and thus its radiative impact240

during this time period (Fig. 9, month 3).

The UM and the PCM both feature strong zonal jets in the upper atmosphere in the SH, but the UMs winds are slower at the

upper boundary at the equator and in the NH zonal jet (Fig. 6). The UM features a stronger meridional jet near the surface,

but the jet present in the PCM near the top of the atmosphere is much lower and slower in the UM (by ∼4 m s−1, Fig. 7). Air

temperature in the UM is generally lower, with especially strong differences between model outputs at the poles, negative at the245

south pole and positive at the north pole. The lower atmospheric temperature is likely caused by less dust in the atmosphere. Its

radiative effects are minimal in the UM, whilst it is relatively abundant in the PCM (average temperature difference omitting

the poles of ≈-15 K, Fig. 8). The temperature differences at the poles (exceeding -30 and 30 K at either pole), which are much

greater than those closer to the equator, are mainly due to the absence of polar ice in the UM, with the latent heat transfer and

surface optical properties of ice being simulated in the PCM (Fig. 8). Lastly, dust differences between model outputs are at250

their highest, relative to concentration comparisons between models in each month. The UM simulates far less atmospheric

dust than the PCM. This is likely due to the absence of forced dust uplifting in the UM which is present in the PCM (described

by Madeleine et al., 2011; Spiga et al., 2013; Montabone et al., 2020).

4.2.2 Month 6

Here, Mars’ hemispheres are transitioning seasons, this can be seen in the jet reversal in the zonal winds and by the location255

of the temperature maxima in the lower latitudes. Mars features a single Hadley cell which reverse twice a year, with polar

cells at each pole. Dust MMR is more than month 3 due to rising temperatures increasing wind speeds and there are larger

concentrations forming near the equator (Fig. 9). Despite this, dust in the RA scenario is uplifted more compared to RI by∼10
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%. The reason for this difference is likely due to uplifted RA dust scattering solar radiation close to the surface, causing more

near-surface warming than there would be with RI dust. Where the increased temperature causes faster near-surface winds260

increasing dust uplifting rates. Temperature differences between the RA and RI scenarios (Fig. 8) are between -5 and 5 K

which is more than in month 3, but lower than later months. There is a clear difference between polar regions in opposing

directions (colder NH pole and warmer SH pole), in addition to a mid-altitude band of warmer air by up to 3 K in the RA

dust scenario. These indicate that dust is beginning to impact the atmosphere more actively. Zonal winds are also reflecting the

increasing differences (Fig. 6), with a NH polar zonal jet difference of up to 40 m s−1. Meridional winds differences are still265

minimal (Fig. 7), but there are some differences forming which are amplified in later months. Mars’ seasonal cycle and the

associated reversal of its Hadley cell during this month are clearly shown in the meridional wind patterns, with counter-flowing

jets present in months 6 but more stable meridional winds during months 3, 9 and 12.

Differences between the UM RA dust scenario and PCM here are varied in their magnitude, but present for each variable. For

air temperatures (Fig. 8), the UM is comparable at the surface near the equator, but temperature in the UM decreases quicker270

with height up to the upper atmosphere. The UM, however, features a region with higher temperatures at ∼60◦ S latitude,

which reaches ∼24 K at the surface, but gradually decreases with height. There are still differences between the models at the

poles, but these differences are less substantial than they were during month 3 (now down to a difference of the UM being

-16 K compared to the PCM at the surface). Zonal winds feature a variety of differences between models, with faster and

slower zonally averaged wind speeds distributed across the atmosphere. Both models feature polar jets in both hemispheres,275

but the UM zonal jets are slower than the PCMs by up to 40 m s−1 at the centre of the SH jet, which gradually becomes more

comparable further from the centre of the jet towards the surface. There is an area of faster winds by ∼10 m s−1 in the UM

at the SH pole, which is at the middle of the atmosphere and lessens towards the surface where differences again become 0.

This is likely due to the SH polar jet in the UM being more stretched than the PCM, where the jet is spread over a larger area

so winds are weaker. The polar jet in the NH is also slower in the UM by up to 30 m s−1. Dust differences between models280

are still considerable throughout the entire atmosphere as in month 3, with the PCM having up to 1.2×10−5 kg kg1 (∼700 %)

more dust than the UM near the surface, while differences lessen with height. Here, the UM dust quantities are much less than

the PCM, but uplifting is increasing as Mars approaches the dust season. In all 3 scenarios dust concentration is increasing,

this is promising as it shows the ability to dynamically simulate a substantial change in atmospheric dust abundance during a

transition of seasons, as occurs on Mars.285
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Figure 6. Zonal mean zonal winds (m s−1) across 4 seasons within the Martian year. For each month, the time average is taken of all sols

within that month. The RA dust scenario is shown on the left, differences between the RA and RI dust scenario in the centre and PCM output

on the right. Colour scales on the left-hand and right-hand plots are matched across all months and between models.
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Figure 7. Zonal mean meridional winds (m s−1) across 4 seasons within the Martian year. For each month, the time average is taken of all

sols within that month. The RA dust scenario is shown on the left, differences between the RA and RI dust scenario in the centre and PCM

output on the right. Colour scales on the left-hand and right-hand plots are matched across all months and between models.
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Figure 8. Zonal mean air temperature (K) across 4 seasons within the Martian year. For each month, the time average is taken of all sols

within that month. The RA dust scenario is shown on the left, differences between the RA and RI dust scenario in the centre and PCM output

on the right. Colour scales on the left-hand and right-hand plots are matched across all months and between models.
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4.2.3 Month 9

Month 9 is the peak of the dust season, and this is where differences between the RA and RI scenarios are greatest, as higher

abundances of dust affect radiation fluxes more severely. Firstly, for both UM scenarios, dust (Fig. 9, month 9) is mainly

concentrated in the SH forming a large ’plume’ that extends vertically. Dust abundances have increased from earlier months

and are now two orders of magnitude more than in month 3. The dust in the RA simulation is more concentrated at ∼30◦ S290

latitude, while RI dust is distributed more widely across latitudes, but with a minor difference towards ∼30◦ S latitude. This

difference can clearly be seen with higher dust abundance at the equator at all altitudes for RA dust, compared to less dust

nearer both poles than RI dust.

During colder months the temperatures are similar between UM scenarios, but during the dust season, the temperature

differences are much more pronounced (Fig. 8, month 9). This change in magnitude of differences shows the effects of RA dust295

on temperature, highlighting how dust influences radiative transfer in Mars’ atmosphere — particularly at mid-altitudes where

dust can remain suspended influencing incoming solar radiation and outgoing thermal radiation from the surface. Temperatures

(Fig. 8, month 9) near the surface are similar between scenarios, both being∼20 K warmer than month 3, but at lower pressures

(σ between ∼0.2 to 0.1) the RA dust scenario is considerably warmer (exceeding 30 K). This highlights the radiative effects

of suspended atmospheric dust and how the climate might be different in its absence. Suspended atmospheric dust causes the300

upper atmosphere to be warmer than if there was no effects from dust (Fig. 9). In the scenario with RI dust, this dust layer

does not affect radiation and solar radiation can reach the surface, however in the RA dust scenario, the suspended dust layer

scatters incoming solar radiation transferring energy to the suspended dust layer instead of the surface. This ‘band’ of warmer

air stretches from the mid-altitudes up to the top of atmosphere, across almost all latitudes (with an exception at the NH pole).

Wind speed is a consequence of sharper temperature gradients due to the thermal wind balance relationship, so is affected by305

the disparity of temperature maximums between hemispheres. This can be seen by the higher wind speeds present in month

9 compared to month 3 (first columns in Fig. 6 and 7). Zonal winds (Fig. 6, month 9) feature more extreme differences

between RA and RI simulations, ranging from -40 to 40 m s−1 in some places. These are mainly at the higher altitudes where

temperature differences were at their greatest, above the dust layer. The polar jet in the RA dust scenario is considerably quicker

but lacks an opposing jet near the top of the atmosphere in the SH (σ = 0.1, 50◦ S latitude), though this jet is small in the RI310

dust scenario (-20 m s−1). RI dust does not feature an equatorial jet at the uppermost part of the simulated atmosphere (σ =

<0.1). Meridional wind differences for this month (Fig. 7, month 9) are at their highest compared to other months, ranging

from -3 to 3 m s−1 in the lower/middle atmosphere (σ = 1 to 0.5, 15◦ N latitude). A region near the top of atmosphere is faster

in the RI dust scenario (up to 15 m s−1, σ = 0.1, 15◦ N latitude).

Differences between the UM RA dust scenario and PCM during month 9 are at their least compared to other months (when315

compared at the relative ranges of the different months), suggesting the importance of radiatively active dust for reproducing

the salient features of atmospheric dynamics on Mars. Dust MMR in both models is now much more comparable, with the UM

having uplifted more dust than the PCM during prior months. Spatially, dust in the UM is concentrated in a large central plume

at ∼30◦ S latitude, with dust in the PCM being more spread out across the atmosphere. The reasons for this are uncertain,
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Figure 9. Zonal mean dust mass mixing ratio (kg kg−1) across 4 seasons within the Martian year, each month is the average taken of all

sols within that month (months according to Table A1). The RA dust scenario is shown on the left, differences between the RA and RI dust

scenario in the centre and PCM output on the right. Contour lines denote mass mixing ratio and units are in kg kg−1. Note that due to the

wide range of values present between months, the colour scale ranges differ between months and models for this figure.
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but could potentially be the parameterisation of dust uplifting: the UM dynamically calculates dust reservoirs and horizontal320

flux, whereas PCM uses ‘forced’ dust injection to more closely match observations (Spiga et al., 2013; Montabone et al.,

2015, 2020). This high vertical uplifting in the UM is responsible for a high input of dust into the atmosphere past the near-

surface, a process described in detail by Spiga et al. (2013). Temperature differences between models exist throughout the

atmosphere, with the largest differences occurring close to the surface at the poles and reaching -40 K in the NH pole and

40 K in the SH pole. These large differences are due to the current absence of ice at the poles in the UM, which will impact325

temperatures through emissivity and latent heat effects. The rest of the atmosphere is colder in the UM, with differences

exceeding 20 K above the SH pole and above the equator at the upper edge of the simulated atmosphere. There is an agreement

between models at the surface across the equator as in months 3 and 6, with another small area of agreement between models

above the surface at σ = 0.9 to 0.2 and 50◦ N latitude. Zonal mean differences here are concentrated in the NH polar jet, with

the rest of the atmosphere in agreement. The zonal NH polar jet in the UM is more spread out meridionally than the PCM,330

so the difference of 40 m s−1 at σ = 0.2, ∼60◦ N latitude is a result of the jet expanding horizontally in the UM rather than

vertically as in the PCM. This is further highlighted by the -20 m s−1 difference at σ = 0.3, ∼45◦ N latitude, where the wind

speeds in the UM are slower as a result of being more dispersed horizontally. Lastly, meridional wind differences between the

UM and PCM in month 9 are not concentrated in a single jet or in a single direction, but instead occur sporadically throughout

the atmosphere. There are some differences of -3 m s−1 near the surface and below the top of the simulated atmosphere, with335

3 m s−1 faster wind speeds around the middle atmosphere (σ = 0.4, 0◦ and 20◦ S latitude) and top of the simulated atmosphere

(σ = <0.1, 0◦ to 40◦ N latitude).

When discussing dust, month 9 is the most relevant of the four selected months, as it features the height of the dust season

when dust is at its most abundant in both models. Our results show that we are able to simulate a dust cycle with intra-annual

fluctuations in the UM without dust forcing. This month highlights the key takeaway from this study, that we have intra-annual340

dust quantity oscillation that is entirely reproduced dynamically by the GCM, with dust quantities rising during earlier months,

peaking during the dust storm season and subsiding in later months.

4.2.4 Month 12

In month 12, the dust season ends and the atmosphere of Mars cools, the winds are weaker and dust MMR subsides while the

polar jets transition between hemispheres. The uplifted dust quantities are considerably less than those of peak dust season,345

with RA scenarios still centred around the equator and RI dust shifting northward. Dust at the equator is more abundant in the

RA scenario by ∼ 4.0× 10−7 kg kg−1 (∼10 % more dust in the RA scenario). Dust abundance is higher at the poles (mainly

at the NH pole) in the RI dust scenario by −1.6× 10−6 (∼40 % less dust in the RA scenario).

Overall, there is more dust uplifted in the RI scenario compared to the RA scenario, though this varies spatially (Fig. 9,

month 12). Dust content in the RA scenario at the NH pole is less than that in the RI scenario by up to 1.6× 10−6 kg kg−1350

(∼187 %), with a similar but less extreme difference at the SH pole. Temperatures are beginning to decrease in this season and

the warmest region is again in the lower latitudes in both scenarios (Fig. 8, month 12). The RI case is warmer at the equator

in the upper atmosphere and colder near the poles in the lower atmosphere than that in the RA dust case. Zonal wind patterns
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change between hemispheres with higher polar jet speeds in both hemispheres for RA dust (Fig. 6, month 12). Differences in

month 6 and 12 do switch hemispheres, but the magnitude of these differences is larger for month 12. This is likely caused by355

more residual dust in the atmosphere from month 9, causing temperature differences to be higher in month 12 than in month 6,

in turn affecting the thermal wind relationship. This hemispheric reversal in the zonal wind mirrors what occurs in month 6, but

is stronger in month 12 and stronger in the RA dust scenario, with maximum differences reaching now ∼20 m s−1 (compared

to∼10 m s−1 in month 6). Meridional winds for both scenarios show the Hadley cell direction reversal with the seasonal cycle

(detailed by Read et al., 2015), wind speeds in both scenarios are once again comparable with the largest differences being360

between -3 to 1 m s−1.

Comparison between the UM RA dust scenario and PCM shows similar trends as for month 6 in each variable, but inverted

with respect to latitude (i.e. warmer temperature plume occurs in the NH instead of the SH, as in month 6). Temperatures are

once again colder in the UM, but are generally colder than the differences in month 6 (i.e. month 6 differences ranged from -

24/24 K, but month 12 ranges from -30/18 K). The UM again features a patch of warmer air at∼60◦ N latitude up to∼0.3 σ, but365

in the opposite hemisphere to month 6. There is also a small patch of colder air at the NH pole. These temperature discrepancies

are likely to be the result of no polar ice in the UM which is present in the PCM (emissivity and thermal effects of polar ice are

shown by Forget et al., 1998; Way et al., 2017). Throughout the rest of the atmosphere, as in month 6, the UM features lower

air temperatures than those in the PCM, becoming lower as the height increases up to the top of atmosphere (Fig. 8, month 12).

Zonal wind differences between models are quite varied during month 12, with varied wind speed differences across the upper370

atmosphere in both hemispheres and a weaker and wider polar jet in the NH (Fig. 6, month 12). The winds near the surface

are quite comparable between models, but at the NH pole the wind speeds are faster in the UM, with this difference increasing

with altitude up to ∼0.2 σ where the difference is ∼30 m s−1. The entire NH polar jet in the UM is larger than the PCM, with

the centre of the jet being spread out across more of the upper atmosphere, this is in contrast to the PCM where the NH polar

jet is smaller but faster above ∼50◦ N latitude. The SH polar jet is also weaker in the UM, but this difference is much less than375

that of the NH (up to -10 K). Meridional winds differences are also similar to month 6 in locations, but differences where they

do occur are less than in month 3. Once again there is a difference at ∼15◦ N latitude at ∼0.9 σ, but instead of -2 m s−1 as in

month 6, its now 0 m s−1.

Dust MMR fluctuates in both models throughout the year, becoming more abundant during month 9 (peak dust storm season,

Fig. 9) then dissipating during the colder perihelion (9, month 3). Both outputs feature strong columns in the mid-latitudes380

spanning up into the mid-altitudes during dust season, with dust MMR being on average 2 orders of magnitude higher compared

to that during colder months. Although there is an increase in dust MMR between seasons in both model outputs, the intensity

of the change varies regionally, with poleward regions increasing less severely than equatorial regions.

Despite similarities between the RA and RI scenarios there are still some differences. Dust MMR is concentrated around

the mid-latitudes for RA dust and is more dispersed with RI dust. Dust abundances are higher northward of the equator in the385

RI dust scenario during peak dust season (Fig. 9, month 9), but as the dust season subsides (approaching NH spring equinox)

there are higher abundances of dust MMR in the RI scenarios towards the poles (Fig. 9, month 12). Because of this, months 6

and 12 are essential for monitoring dust uplifting rates.
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4.3 Variable comparison to the PCM

In this section we summarise the key differences between variables in the UMs RA simulation and the PCM output across390

the Martian year. We discuss zonal and meridional winds (Sect. 4.3.1), air temperature (Sect. 4.3.2) and dust (Sect. 4.3.3). We

finish the section discussing the implications of dust differences between models and speculate as to their cause.

4.3.1 Winds

As shown in Fig. 6, overall patterns are similar between models, with both RA UM and PCM simulating strong eastward jets

that alternate between hemispheres throughout the Martian seasons. Wind speed maxima in the PCM are generally faster than395

the UM, as is clearly seen in the plot for month 6 where the jets are present in both hemispheres, but are ∼30 m s−1 slower

in the UM. This is likely due to less atmospheric dust around 0.6 σ in the UM which in turn leads to lower temperatures,

this reduces pressure gradients causing slower winds (Madeleine et al., 2011). Despite these discrepancies, our results are

encouraging, as they demonstrate the ability to model the major seasonal wind patterns with the UM.

As shown in Fig. 7, meridional wind patterns are similar between models, but do feature some key differences. In month 3,400

the jet at the upper boundary of the model is situated lower in the UM, relative to the PCM output, in addition to stronger surface

winds in the UM. Month 6 features the largest differences, with more distinctive jets in the UM, that are more fragmented and

overall weaker in the PCM output. Month 9 and 12 is highly similar between outputs, with the largest difference being a slightly

faster mid-latitude jet in the UM during month 12.

4.3.2 Temperatures405

As shown in Fig. 8, the differences in temperature between the UM and PCM outputs are notable throughout the year, the

highest occurring in months 6 and 12. There is a consistent difference at the poles, this is likely due to the UM not having any

form of polar ice and its effect on albedo and heat transfer (Forget et al., 1998, 1999). These missing parameterisations will

have major impacts around the near-surface, as shown in Fig. 8 at the poles, with the effect weakening with height. Months 6

and 12 differences both feature patches where the UM simulations are warmer, at ∼60◦ in the hemisphere exiting winter (∼-410

60◦ during month 3, ∼60◦ during month 12). Interestingly, the differences in temperature are small in months 3 and 9, despite

the absence and presence of higher dust abundance, respectively. This occurs despite the difference in dust MMR maximum

and minimum with month 3 being half the amount as month 9 (6× 10−6 and 1.2× 10−5, respectively). This is likely due

to the effects of dust uplifting and deposition (highest rate of change during months 6 and 12) having higher horizontal flux

rates in the UM, leading to a non-uniform differences across the atmosphere. This is also suggested by the fairly consistent415

distribution of differences in temperatures during month 3 and 9, where the dust is at its least/most dust MMR, respectively,

but dust uplifting and deposition rates are fairly homogeneous.

Across all months the PCM output is generally warmer than the UM, with the higher temperature differences correlating with

months of higher dust differences (Fig. 8, month 9). This highlights the importance of atmospheric dust in thermal insulation

in the Martian atmosphere, as temperatures nearer the upper boundary are cooler in the UM. This is likely caused by the lower420
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amounts of suspended dust, compared to the PCM, allowing more solar radiation to the surface, causing a cooling gradient as

height increases above the missing dust layer (Madeleine et al., 2011).

4.3.3 Dust content

Differences in dust distributions between the UM and PCM results are the most significant of all the variables, both throughout

the year and regionally within monthly outputs. Differences between the dust amount vary greatly between models, with dust425

season total quantities being comparable but spatially varied, and the cold season retaining vastly more atmospheric dust in

the PCM output than that in the RA UM scenario (Fig. 9). Whilst the PCM output during month 3 still has less uplifted dust

than its dust season quantities, there is still significantly more dust in this month than the UM by ∼1.5 orders of magnitude.

This disparity changes as both models approach the dust season (Fig. 9, month 6), however, with the dust uplifting rate in the

UM being higher than the PCM. This means that there are initially large differences between the two models, but the UM is430

beginning to rectify the disparity between atmospheric dust amounts as it approaches the dust season. This becomes apparent

in month 9 (Fig. 9, month 9) where the dust season is at its peak, both scenarios have much more similar amounts of dust

in their outputs compared to previous months. Both outputs differ in their spatial distribution, with the UM featuring a large

equatorial plume that extends into the upper atmosphere whilst the PCM features higher abundances at the SH pole. As the

simulations progress towards month 12 (Fig. 9, month 12), dust abundances in the UM reduce faster than the PCM, resulting435

in higher dust abundance in the PCM output. This is a reversal of the observed pattern as seen in month 6, where UM dust

uplifting was greater than the PCM, but instead the UM dust deposition is now stronger than the PCM output. This presents an

interesting dilemma in understanding how these variables are represented in simulations, as the models do not have the same

parameterizations for dust uplifting, and as a result there is a clear disparity in the amount of dust that can be uplifted between

models. The usage of a ’free’ dust scheme has also been explored by Neary and Daerden (2018) with the Global Environmental440

Multiscale model (further described by Husain et al., 2019). They are able to characterise the Martian atmosphere according to

Mars year 27 using a ’free’ dust scheme. Their work alongside this study emphasises the potential of a ’free’ dust scheme, and

also acts as a demonstration of model capabilities which we aim to explore further.

Although the cause for the disparity in dust distributions between those predicted by the UM and PCM is uncertain, we

can speculate on potential causes. These might be caused by dust over-sensitivity to temperature in the UM. As the average445

atmospheric temperature decreases after the cold season, lower temperatures could potentially indirectly affect dust uplifting

or deposition rates via slower wind speeds more severely in the UM, causing uplifted dust to decrease faster than anticipated.

There are also consistent colder air temperatures in the UM, that vary in intensity throughout the Martian months, which could

be amplifying this effect. Another reason might be that both models assume an infinite availability of dust reservoirs, which

start uniformly distributed across the surface, but is allowed to develop and congregate in areas as the model progresses. This is450

currently an issue in Mars modelling, as the dust deposition in ‘free’ GCMs does not always match observations (Montabone

et al., 2020). To rectify this, the PCM uses dust uplifting maps to dictate where dust is being forced into the atmosphere, as

described by Madeleine et al. (2011); Spiga et al. (2013); Montabone et al. (2020). In our setup, the UM does not prescribe

dust uplifting in such a way, but instead relies on the surface scheme to calculate dust reservoirs. Therefore, direct comparison
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to PCM output cannot be solely attributed to the difference in model parameterisation. Despite this, comparison of averaged455

seasonal trends does show both GCMs are able to capture annual dust storm seasons and non-dust seasons. Where dust is

deposited in the model dictates source reservoirs for its subsequent uplifting. Therefore, understanding the deposition of dust

and the formation of dust reservoirs (particularly after dust storms, due to the amount of dust transported) is therefore paramount

to be able to reproduce the Martian dust cycle accurately (Montabone et al., 2015; Montabone and Forget, 2017; Forget and

Montabone, 2017; Montabone et al., 2020). If certain regions are key contributors to dust uplifting, then misrepresenting the460

surface wind conditions over them would have a particularly noticeable effect for the global rate of dust uplifting. A third

cause for such differences could be due to dust nucleation scavenging from CO2 and H2O condensation being present in the

PCM, but absent in the UM. This affects global dust abundances where dust is being extracted from the atmosphere in the

PCM during colder conditions. In the present paper, we focus only on dry simulations of the UM, so the dust abundance is

not affected by scavenging from condensation, leading to potential over-estimation of dust abundance during the colder cloud465

season.

Rapid vertical dust uplifting ‘rocket dust storms’, as described by Spiga et al. (2013), play a key role in dust injection into

the atmosphere. The PCM currently factors for this, but the UM dust scheme has not previously been required to simulate such

intense vertical uplifting (since it does not feature on the same scale on Earth), therefore additional changes to the dust scheme

are required in the UM. Observations and model comparison investigating this uplifting rate are essential to fine-tune the UM470

and verify if the UM captures this correctly, alongside determining whata developments or adjustments might be required to

the UM dust scheme (Madeleine et al., 2011).

Both schemes omit some dust microphysics, namely surface crusting and surface re-entrainment (Woodward, 2001; Madeleine

et al., 2011; Woodward et al., 2022), which likely contributes to the disparity between GCM outputs (without forcing) and ob-

servations. The differences in spatial distribution could also be caused by the differences in microphysics parameterisation475

between models, therefore refining this would undoubtedly improve representation of dust on Mars. The magnitude of this po-

tential improvement, however, will remain uncertain until an inter-GCM comparison takes place where the initial and boundary

conditions are identical. Such work would be able to identify differences which are solely due to these differences in parame-

terisations. Studies have been conducted on a mesoscale level in conjunction with the Mars 2020 lander (Newman et al., 2022),

but took place prior to recent major improvements in parameterisations in current Mars GCMs (Kass et al., 2003; Madeleine480

et al., 2011; Spiga et al., 2013; Colaïtis et al., 2013; Navarro et al., 2014; González-Galindo et al., 2015). Global compar-

isons have been extensively applied to Earth GCMs through CMIP6 projects 4(Eyring et al., 2016). It has also been recently

been conducted for exoplanets as part of the THAI project (described by Turbet et al., 2021; Sergeev et al., 2021; Fauchez

et al., 2021), and the results have already identified new avenues for model improvement. . If such a comparison was applied

to Mars GCMs, it would allow for identification of limitations of Mars modelling, potentially identifying limitations in our485

parameterisations, in turn allowing us to then improve comparisons to observations.

4Full list of projects available at https://www.wcrp-climate.org/modelling-wgcm-mip-catalogue/modelling-wgcm-cmip6-endorsed-mips
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

By using multiple GCMs to simulate Mars’ climate in different ways, we are able to understand areas of inaccuracy within

these models (González-Galindo et al., 2010; Hinson et al., 2014; Newman et al., 2021), as has been the case for Earth (e.g.

Eyring et al., 2016), other Solar System bodies (e.g. Lora et al., 2019) and exoplanets (Turbet et al., 2021; Sergeev et al.,490

2021; Fauchez et al., 2021). With the UM we are able to simulate the same Martian climate in a different way compared to

other models. These differences are present down to the core structure of the GCMs, with the UM being a non-hydrostatic

model, different parameterisation for dust calculations and a height-based vertical structure. Using a non-hydrostatic model

is especially relevant to Mars, as it features periodic pressure fluctuations which affect the entire climate in multiple ways

(e.g. varying wind speeds and dust uplifting rates due less atmospheric mass, a summary of key differences between models495

is further highlighted by Turbet et al., 2021). Modelling comparable climates in different GCMs is crucial for identifying

differences between them, potentially like those caused by parameterisation or as a result of the different methods used to

calculate variables. This work and the developments with other Mars GCMs will undoubtedly allow us to eventually expand

our capabilities in areas that currently elude us, such as being able to forecast when global dust storms will occur.

The UM is capable of reproducing salient features of the large-scale circulation, as we show in this paper, but lacks two key500

physical processes which have considerable impact on Mars’ climate: water and CO2 cycle. Including parameterizations for

these processes is expected to further reduce the disparities between the UM and PCM. Our goal, however, is not to make our

model identical to the PCM, but offer a new modelling framework that can complement the PCM (and other GCMs), while

aiming for improvements in the aspects of Mars climate where current models struggle.

Firstly, by adding water vapour and radiatively active clouds, which would affect temperatures in a variety of ways (Navarro505

et al., 2014; Steele et al., 2017; Pál et al., 2019), in addition to dust uplifting rates (due to water acting as condensation nuclei

for dust particles). The inclusion of these parameterizations would undoubtedly alter how the UM simulates Mars’ dust and

subsequently the planet’s surface, especially as dust deposition changes surface properties such as thermal inertia or albedo

(Bonev et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2009; Kahre and Haberle, 2010; Forget and Montabone, 2017). Although H2O content is

relatively low in the Martian atmosphere compared to other atmospheric compounds (even lower than Earth when accounting510

for the difference in atmospheric mass), it still is shown to have a large effect on Mars’ climate. Radiatively active clouds can

affect temperatures by up to 20 K (Madeleine et al., 2012; Navarro et al., 2014; Cooper et al., 2021) and moisture also affects

dust nucleation and deposition (Walters et al., 2019). In the present study, we use the UM with a completely dry atmosphere

similar to Turbet et al. (2021). However, as the UM has been originally developed for Earth, it already has two sophisticated

cloud schemes which are routinely used for climate and weather prediction (described by Wilson et al., 2008b, a). Therefore,515

adding clouds to our setup would be a matter of adaptation of an existing scheme rather than a creation one from the ground

up. Adding the hydrological cycle would affect dust deposition rates, especially during the colder months, when Mars relative

humidity is at its highest. Temperature profiles would be different across the atmosphere (which will cause secondary effects

on winds and dust MMR) as clouds influence radiation transfer. An example of this can be seen in Navarro et al. (2014) and

the scenarios in the PCM.520
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Secondly, our model needs to include a CO2 cycle which substantially affects Mars’ atmospheric pressure and the air-surface

interaction at the poles in particular (as shown by Forget et al., 1999; Way et al., 2017). CO2 condensation and sublimation leads

to pressure fluctuations throughout the Martian year (Fig. 5), so it has to be accounted for by the model parameterizations to

correctly reproduce horizontal pressure gradients, and thus the wind patterns (Haberle et al., 2008; Read et al., 2015; Martínez

et al., 2017). In some GCMs, this has been tackled by fixing the available mass of atmospheric CO2 to match the amount for525

the given pressure amount, which has allowed models to characterise an incredibly complicated process, enabling an idealised

representation of Mars (Forget et al., 1999). More recently, work by Way et al. (2017) has been able to alter pressure levels

throughout the simulation without such ad-hoc prescription. In a follow-up work, we are planning to implement this or a

similar parameterization, and we expect this would improve year-round simulation as all prognostic variables shown in this

paper would be affected by pressure variations, particularly during the colder months, where pressure difference between Viking530

lander observations and the UM are highest.

In this paper, we have shown the first application of the UM to a modern-day Mars climate, using a dry setup. We have

demonstrated how we can adapt a highly sophisticated Earth climate model to simulate a climate on another planet. The UM

demonstrates comparable wind patterns and temperature profiles to outputs from an established 3D Mars GCM, the PCM. We

have shown how the UM is able to simulate seasonal temperature variations and its subsequent affects on winds. We have535

shown how the UM can simulate uplifted dust and identified areas of disparity during colder months where the absence of a

CO2 ice and hydrological scheme likely play a role. Future work will seek to use the existing moist physics in the UM as well

as to implement a CO2 condensation scheme, allowing for an interaction of these processes with dust — thus bringing more

realism into our Mars simulations.
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Code availability. Scripts to process and visualise the post-processed UM data used in this study, alongside package requirements and540

tutorials, are available as a Zenodo dataset: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6974260 (McCulloch et al., 2022). If you do use those data then

please cite this paper and add the following statement: "UM data have been obtained from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6974260".

Due to intellectual property right restrictions, we cannot provide either the source code or documentation papers for the UM or JULES.

The Met Office Unified Model is available for use under licence. A number of research organisations and national meteorological services

use the UM in collaboration with the Met Office to undertake basic atmospheric process research, produce forecasts, develop the UM545

code, and build and evaluate Earth system models. For further information on how to apply for a licence, see https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/

research/approach/modelling-systems/unified-model (last access: 18 April 2022). Obtaining JULES. JULES is available under licence free

of charge. For further information on how to gain permission to use JULES for research purposes, see http://jules-lsm.github.io/access_req/

JULES_access.html (last access: 3 April 2022). UM–JULES simulations are compiled and run in suites developed using the Rose suite engine

(http://metomi.github.io/rose/doc/html/index.html, MetOffice, 2020) and scheduled using the cylc workflow engine (urlhttps://cylc.github.io/,550

Oliver et al. (2019)). Both Rose and cylc are available under v3 of the GNU General Public License (GPL). In this framework, the suite

contains the information required to extract and build the code as well as configure and run the simulations. Each suite is labelled with a

unique identifier and is held in the same revision-controlled repository service in which we hold and develop the model code. This means

that these suites are available to any licensed user of both the UM and JULES.

Appendix A: Appendix555

In this section we include a reference table for matching Martian months and a reference table for vertical level height. In

Table. A1, months can be matched with the respective solar longitude and amount of sols in that month. Mars features months

that vary in their number of sols due to its orbital eccentricity, with less sols per month nearer perihelion and more sols per

month closer to aphelion. Key months used in this study are months 3, 6, 9 and 12. In Table A2, vertical levels used in this

configuration are given. Vertical levels are compressed/expanded depending on orography at any given point.560
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Table A1. Martian months, corresponding solar longitude (Ls) and amount of sols within that month. 0◦Ls corresponds to Northern Hemi-

sphere spring equinox.

Month Ls Sols

1 0 - 30 61

2 30 - 60 66

3 60 - 90 66

4 90 - 120 65

5 120 - 150 60

6 150 - 180 54

7 180 - 210 50

8 210 - 240 46

9 240 - 270 47

10 270 - 300 47

11 300 - 330 51

12 330 - 360 56

Research Council. This work was partly supported by a Science and Technology Facilities Council Consolidated Grant [ST/R000395/1], a

Leverhulme Trust research project grant [RPG-2020-82] and a UKRI Future Leaders Fellowship [grant number MR/T040866/1]. For the570

purpose of open access, the authors have applied a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) licence to any Author Accepted Manuscript

version arising.
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Table A2. Vertical level heights used in our Mars setup. Values are given for a point at areoid height. This format allows for higher resolution

at the surface.

θ levels – m height

25.432 101.72 228.864 406.872 635.744

915.464 1246.056 1627.496 2059.8 2542.968

3076.992 3661.872 4297.616 4984.216 5721.672

6509.992 7349.176 8239.208 9180.112 10171.864

11214.48 12307.96 13452.288 14647.488 15893.536

17190.456 18538.224 19936.856 21386.344 22886.696

24387.088 25888.032 27391.424 28901.376 30425.168

31974.128 33564.536 35218.528 36964.968 38840.408

40889.92 43168.056 45739.696 48680.976 52080.208

56038.736 60671.856 66109.72 72498.248 80000

ρ levels – m height

12.712 63.576 165.296 317.872 521.312

775.608 1080.76 1436.776 1843.648 2301.384

2809.976 3369.432 3979.744 4640.912 5352.944

6115.832 6929.584 7794.192 8709.656 9675.984

10693.176 11761.216 12880.128 14049.888 15270.512

16541.992 17864.336 19237.544 20661.6 22136.52

23636.888 25137.56 26639.728 28146.4 29663.272

31199.648 32769.336 34391.528 36091.744 37902.688

39865.168 42028.992 44453.872 47210.336 50380.592

54059.472 58355.296 63390.784 69303.984 76249.128
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